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RESUME OF RICHARD MOORE HOWARD 
Richard M. Howard was born in Houston, 
Texas on 15 January 1953. He attended Rice 
University in Houston, where he received the 
Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical 
Engineering in 1975. He received the Master 
of Science degree in Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics from Purdue University in 1976 and 
the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Aerospace 
Engineering from Texas A&M University in Col-
lege Station, Texas in 1987. His major area 
was aerodynamics and his research was in the 
area of boundary layer response to unsteady 
disturbances. 
After completing his masters degree he 
worked for small engineering and land surveying firms in West 
Virginia, and he is a Licensed Land Surveyor in that state. He 
returned to school for his doctorate in his original area of 
interest, and following his studies joined the faculty of the 
Department of Aeronautics of the Naval Postgraduate School as an 
Assistant Professor in 1987. He teaches courses and directs the-
sis projects in the areas of aerodynamics and flight mechanics. 
His current research interests include low-speed experimental 
aerodynamics, airfoil aerodynamics, unsteady turbulence effects, 
and aerodynamic effects on flight vehicle behavior. 
He is a member of the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the 
American Helicopter Society and the Society of Flight Test Engi-
neers. 
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